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Abstract— A bidirectional SCM-WDM RoF network using a
reflective semiconductor optical amplifier (RSOA) and cyclic
arrayed waveguide gratings (AWGs) was proposed and
demonstrated. The purposed RoF network utilizes Sub Carrier
Multiplexed (SCM) signals for down-link and an on-off keying
(OOK) signals re-modulated for up-link. In this paper, A 50 km
range colorless WDM-ROF was demonstrated for both 1 Gbit/s
downstream and upstream signals. The BER performance of our
scheme shows that our scheme is a practical solution to meet the
data rate and cost-efficient of the optical links simultaneously in
tomorrow’s ROF access networks.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, data capacity of wireless communication has
been radically expanded from voices and simple messages to
multimedia in order to satisfy various demands of system users
with evolutionary future services. RoF systems could be the
answer to many urgent needs of the telecommunication
networks, as they could provide the necessary bandwidth for
the transmission of broadband data to end-users, other benefits
are low attenuation loss, and immunity to radio frequency
interference [1-4]. The combination of sub-carrier multiplexing
(SCM) and wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) is likely
to play great role in these systems [5-8]. Wavelength division
multiplexing (WDM) technique is used to simplify the network
architecture by allowing different BSs to be fed using a single
fiber. Each BS would be assigned its own wavelength and
signals sent to different users serviced by a particular BS would
be transmitted on that wavelength by means of SCM [9]. In a
RoF system, Most of the signal processing processes (including
coding, Multiplexing, and RF generation and modulation) are
carried out By Central Office (CO), which makes the Base
Station (BS) cost-effective. Therefore, RoF will become a key
technology in the next generation mobile communication
system [10-16].
For the uplink, the BSs must include an optical source,
which is modulated by the mm-wave uplink radio signals. This
approach results a high cost BS. Here we use a low cost uplink

configuration, which eliminates the need for an expensive
WDM source at the BS. This is accomplished by using a
reflective semiconductor optical amplifier (RSOA) in the BS
which replaces the high cost WDM source [17,18]. Many
bidirectional RoF systems have been studied recently where a
reflective semiconductor optical amplifier (RSOA) plays an
important role. The RSOA can be used as a modulator and
amplifier [9]. This approach avoids the need of stabilized a
laser at each BS, this uplink configuration may be applied to
other wireless networks such as 3G mobile communication
systems. This system has the advantage of a simplified BS
design but it brings the problem of dispersion caused fading
that occurs when high frequency signals travel along fiber.
Chromatic dispersion severely limits the transmission distance.
Optical single sideband (OSSB) modulation techniques are
used to overcome fiber dispersion effects [2,9,14].
In this paper, we propose a new self-restorable architecture
for bidirectional WDM-PON. It utilizes one different
wavelength assignments and 1 × N AWGs, as 16 channels each
channel of AWGs is coupled to Base stations (BSs) by using a
reflective semiconductor optical amplifier (RSOA). This is for
achieving sixteen 1-Gb/s downstream and upstream signals.
II. WDM-ROF ARCHITECTURE
Figure 1 shows the proposed WDM-RoF architecture for
transmitting subcarrier multiplexing (SCM) encoded channels
over a bidirectional single mode optical fiber (50-km). At the
central office (CO), a series of narrow bandwidth continuous
wave (CW) with various wavelengths are modulated via a
LiNbO3 Mach-Zehnder modulator using 1 Gb/s non-return to
zero (NRZ) downstream data to generate downstream signals.
Downlink data signal is mixed with local oscillator signal (10GHz) and a carrier generator having a number of RF
subcarriers. The generated SCM signals are multiplexed by
Arrayed Waveguide Grating (AWG) and sent over the
bidirectional single-mode fiber (SMF). A circulator is used in
the central office (CO) to separate the downstream and
upstream traffic. The SCM signals are de-multiplexed by AWG
in remote node (RN) where various wavelength lights are sent
to different Base stations. Simple AWGs that support both
dedicated wavelengths and power-splitting bandwidth sharing
are used at the CO and the remote node (RN).
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Figure 1: the proposed WDM-RoF architecture

At the BS, using optical splitter/coupler, portion of the
SCM signal is fed to a SCM receiver. For up-link, the other
portion of the downstream SCM signal from the
splitter/coupler is re-modulated using 1 Gb/s NRZ upstream
data by RSOA in the BS. The re-modulated OOK signals are
sent back over the fiber to the CO where they are demultiplexed by an AWG DEMUX. The reflected optical signal
is detected by a PIN-photodiode. Uplink optical sidebands
produce crosstalk when uplink data was detected at central
station. Crosstalk can be reduced by using Bessel filter.
III. RESULTS AND DISSCUSSIONS
The WDM-RoF architecture was modeled using a
commercially available package [19]. The proposed scheme
uses SCM signal for downstream and OOK signal remodulated by the RSOA for upstream. The received eye
diagrams of downstream and upstream signals were measured
at Base station and central office respectively. The received eye
diagrams of the downlink and uplink signals are shown in
Figure 2 and Figure 3 respectively. The results show that the
Eye closure penalty is smaller for the uplink than that of the
downlink which is expected, as the signal travel twice the
distance for the uplink. Chromatic dispersion induced by
bidirectional fiber will not cause downlink microwave signal a
power penalty problem. So, the Maximum eye amplitude for
downlink stage after signal transmission took place over 50-km
of bidirectional fiber at base station.

of the uplink. For example, when Pin = -5 dBm, the BER
=1.1×10-11 for the downlink while it is 2.9×10-10 for the uplink.
When Pin = +5 dBm, the BER =8.8×10-17 for the downlink
while it is 1.1×10-12
for the uplink. This can be attributed to the mixing noise
between unsuppressed SCM signal in downstream and the
digital signal of upstream which is generated in the
remodulation process. This noise which influences the
upstream signal could be reduced by using low pass filter after
the photo detector in the CO. It is also noted from the figure
that the BER for the uplink stays nearly constant for Pin ≥ -1
dBm. This can be explained by the fact that the RSOA is
operating in the gain saturation region. The variation of the
gain of RSOA with the optical input power Pin is shown in
figure 5. It is clear that the maximum gain appears at Pin= -5
dBm, then goes down to reach the lowest gain at Pin= -1 dBm
where it goes into saturation.

BER simulations were carried out for both uplink and
downlink with a Bit Rate of 1-Gb/s and no. of subcarriers = 70.
The BER variation with input optical power Pin curves for the
downlink and uplink are shown in figure 4. It is clear that both
uplink and downlink do provide good BER performances,
however the BER results for the downlink are better than those
Figure 2: Eye diagram of downlink
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Figure 6: BER versus no. of channels

IV. CONCLUSION
The WDM-RoF model has been proposed as solution for
increased bandwidth demand. The combination of WDM and
SCM has been performed to provide high data rates and
bandwidth in wireless communication. In this paper we have
analyzed the performance of WDM/SCM Radio over Fiber
System. We presented a demonstration of 1Gb/s signal for
up/downstream in 50-km bidirectional link. The upstream
traffic is obtained by remodulating the downstream traffic at
the BS. The results obtained here show that increasing total
number of sub-carriers channels has a significant impact on
performance of WDM-SCM ROF system. The results show
that WDM/SCM system can play great role in future RoF
systems.

Figure 3: Eye diagram of uplink
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